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Woman injured while on escalator
THE STAR
Woman’s leg gashed in mall escalator mishap
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Woman injured while on escalator

The victim is being stretchered to the nearest hospital
for treatment - Pix from Kelab Info Malaysia Facebook

PETALING JAYA: A woman sustained injuries on her calf while riding on an escalator at a
popular mall here yesterday.Photos making the rounds on social media show the victim sitting
by the side of an escalator with a cut on her calf while her friends try to console her.According
to a statement by the mall on their official Facebook page, the incident happened at 4pm.The
shopping mall's marketing department said in the statement that an investigation was ongoing
to determine what had transpired.
From the photos, it is learnt that a metal piece on the side of the escalator was bent to the
middle.It is learnt that the victim is currently receiving treatment at a nearby hospital.No one
else was injured in the incident.Checks by theSun saw netizens and social media users
expressing their discontent on the incident and mostly blaming the shopping mall maintenance
department for the incident.A string of accidents since 2015 and 2016 involving escalators
have spooked the Malaysian public with videos and pictures of such incidents being widely
circulated.
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Woman’s leg gashed in mall escalator mishap
PETALING JAYA: Shoppers had a fright when a woman was injured in an escalator mishap
at a shopping complex here.Photographs circulated on Facebook showed the victim sitting by
the side of an escalator with a bad gash on her calf while friends were seen trying to console
her.According to a statement from the management of the shopping complex on its official
Facebook page, the incident happened at 4pm yesterday.
When contacted, its marketing communications assistant manager said investigations were
ongoing to find out what had transpired.“From the photos, you can see that a metal piece on
the side of the escalator came unhinged and was bent to the middle.“We are still unsure how
this had happened as it would usually take some form of abuse for the metal to come off like
that,” he said.The victim, 20, was sent for treatment at a nearby hospital. The mall will be
footing her medical bill.No one else was hurt in the incident.

